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Looking for a simple, all-in-one PDF editor and reader to enhance your daily productivity? Does your business require you to view, annotate or sign PDFs on a daily basis, or is school exam season demanding more efficient note-taking? Simplify tasks with Xodo, the all-in-one PDF tool for you.

Designed for all types of users, business big or small, Xodo app offers over 30+ features to boost efficiency. Simplify tasks and optimise daily business productivity by safely storing and syncing your files on Xodo Drive, Dropbox, Google Drive, and OneDrive so you can easily view, add comments, edit, convert, sign, redact, compress, merge and organize your files anytime, anywhere on your device. 

Edit PDFs on any platform: 
Enhance daily business productivity with Xodoâ€™s fully featured, easy-to-use PDF editor where you can create PDFs from scratch or edit directly. 
â€¢ Flatten PDF: All annotations in PDF like fillable forms will be locked and merged into a single layer for protection  
â€¢ Compress PDF: Quickly reduce PDF file size for sharing 
â€¢ Merge PDF: Easily combine multiple documents to a single PDF 
â€¢ Rotate PDF: Add, remove, rearrange, rotate, crop PDF pages with ease 
â€¢ Split & extract PDF: split PDF or extract pages to a new PDF file 

View & print PDFs for efficient document handling:  
Convenient PDF reader for e-books, reports, digital planner, and more even when you're offline. 
â€¢ Viewing mode: Single and double page viewing modes, Dark Modes for comfortable reading, Reflow Reading Mode tailors the PDF text size of your choice 
â€¢ Multiple tabs: Use tabs to work across multiple PDF documents
â€¢ Bookmark feature: Tag your favorite PDF pages  
â€¢ Print PDFs directly from your device 
â€¢ Fully searchable text: Show detailed list of search results for maximum efficiency 

Organize & Store Files Securely: 
Efficiently manage & access PDF documents:
Built-in file manager to organize files 
Protected features: password encryption and removal tool
Grid view mode for thumbnail previews and quick access to file details.

Scan & Convert PDFs: 
Convert files to PDF accurately in seconds. 
â€¢ Optimise your workflow with PDF scanner: Scan image with your camera or open an existing image and save as a new PDF 
â€¢ PDF converter: Convert any files from MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) to PDF 
â€¢ Text recognition (OCR): Convert images and PDFs into searchable text files 
â€¢ Additional file formats: Convert PDF to PDF/A, JPG or PNG to PDF, PDF to JPG or PNG 

Add comments, Annotate & Draw PDFs: 
Simplify tasks with smart annotations with Xodo's versatile tools:
Mark-up suite for highlighting, stamping, and note-taking on PDFs
Page arrangement with a thumbnail browser for deletion, reordering, and blank page insertion
Scrolling mode to view all annotations at a glance and navigate pages with two-finger gestures
Stylus-friendly design for optimal use with S Pen and other styluses.

Fill & Sign PDF Forms: 
Fill out, sign, and share your PDF forms and sync them with online storage like Xodo Drive, Google Drive, Dropbox or OneDrive. 
â€¢ Create your e-signature: E-sign your documents by hand or type in your signature, and save to reuse for later 

Upgrade to Xodo Pro Subscription: 
Unlimited access to 30+ tools
Shared subscription for mobile, desktop, and web
Free trial available in supported regions
Bulk document processing
Smart pen tool for streamlined note taking
PDF to MS Office conversion (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), PDF to HTML
High compression file size
Advanced annotation filtering
Annotation in reading mode
Customizable toolbar for bookmarking favorite tools
Selection of app themes for different viewing environments
Advanced options for image to PDF tool, including OCR and file compression
PDF Redaction tool to remove sensitive content
Flexible monthly and annual subscription options
Cancel anytime

For Support and Feedback:  
support@xodo.com 

Visit Homepage: 
xodo.com 

Xodo is powered by Apryse | https://apryse.com
Updated on
15 Mar 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region and age The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, Personal info and 3 others
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25 March 2024
It's an good app but the recently updated files view is horrible if you have a lot of folders, with a lot of files. I have heaps of research articles, slides, notes, etc. I miss being able to select the folder I wanted to look at and not have all the folders on one screen. Admittedly I'm not a paying user, but would you please consider adding some kind of folder filter/exclusion into the new view?
11 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Apryse Software Inc.
6 April 2024

Hi,

Thanks for contacting us. You can view your folders in the Folder Browser in the "Files" tab under the "+" button and "Open file"

Regards,
Xodo Team
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10 June 2021
I run Xodo on an S9, however it has a night mode which is far from optimal. Xodo Night mode should be linked to and triggered by overall device night mode. (In Xodo it is not.) The best night modes couple orange text with a black background. I can simulate this with the themes, but it is fiddly. Xodo doesn't control the presentation of the bottom taskbar well. In night mode it should be black (it stays white). It disappears once (good) but won't disappear a second time if triggered (bad).
10 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Apryse Software Inc.
11 June 2021

Hi there,

Thanks for using Xodo and great feedback! We improve Xodo based on popular demand. Please consider adding your ideas or voting for existing ideas here: https://bit.ly/2Q1CgKb. This makes it easier for us to prioritize features.

Thank you!

Best Regards,
Xodo Team
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22 May 2020
I was looking for an app to use for slideshow recording (recording the canvas to produce an annotated slide show). Because this app has PDF annotation and Pen support I thought it might do for my use case. This is not the intended purpose of the app but it came very close if it wasn't for some weird choices about the interface. Examples: 1. If I'm using the highlighter and want to switch back to using the pen, why do you take me to a pen selection tab! I just want to switch smoothly between pen and highlighter without having to choose the same pen every time and do extra clicks. 2.There's also this jitter in the canvas every time the pen is selected. Not sure why the devs thought it's a good idea. 3. Every time I draw with the highlighter it creates a selection for it and pops up selections for comment delete etc. Why do I need to see that on every highlight?! If I need to do something with the highlight I can then press on it and select from the icons, but just popping it up every time after a high light disrupts the natural flow. This is just an evaluation of the small subset of the features that I've used to test the app for my use case.
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Apryse Software Inc.
22 May 2020

Hi, 1) this will be fixed in our new upcoming toolbar. Stay tuned! If you want early access, please don't hesitate to contact us at support@xodo.com 3) You can turn this off in the app setting "auto-select annotation". Could you give a try? Thanks.






See all reviews




What's new


- Design Update: Refreshed home screens with the latest Xodo design system to improve user experience
- Performance Improvement : App crash fix, File Share bug fix, Xodo account sign in fix
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